October 2018

FIRE ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISION
by Fire Chief Mark Miller
October Leadership Truism
Rain falls equally on all things. There are only two possible
outcomes when you compare yourself to another - vanity or
bitterness, and both are without value.

•
Work with Ulti-Pro continues…we are “live” –
yahoo! HR continues to work on getting everyone’s accruals
verified. Thanks to Andrea and Kristen, as well as all of
those that are doing your part to make it work! Strong work!
•
LFRA has finalized the 2019 budget as of 10/31/18.
Unfortunately, LFRA did not receive the SAFER grant, but
we are proceeding with a proposal for staffing for station
7, as agreed upon earlier this year with the City/Finance.
The final version will be presented to the Rural District on
11/07/18. The LFRA budget passed on first reading at the
City Council meeting on October 16, 2018.
•
New members: Through an assessment process in
August – one to replace a vacant firefighter position, and
one to replace an admin tech position in CSD. Decisions
have been made on both positions. The CSD position started on September 10th, and the firelighter position will start
October 10th. The CSD position belongs to Kristi Coleman
– (highlighted last month). The firefighter position, went to
Dan Walsh, formerly of Cripple Creek Fire (see pic). LFRA
is fortunate to have firefighter Walsh on Board and he will
no doubt be a great asset in our organization.

•
LFRA was very fortunate to have a developer in the
25-34 development area offer to donate a piece of property
for future fire station 10. The LFRA Board gave Chief Miller
direction to move forward in negotiating the next steps to
secure the land for station 10. Additionally, LFRA has had
several regional partners that have expressed interest in
partnering with LFRA in this venture, which could include
a large public safety complex. Stay tuned for more info as we
get further down this path!

•
Recently, a task force of City, Rural District, legal,
and LFRA representatives formed to look at next steps in
the maturation of LFRA. These steps are primarily financial
in nature and include items such as; conducting an independent Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (CAFR) and
audit of LFRA, moving some or all LFRA funds to a separate
financial custodian, unbundling cost allocation fees that the
City currently charges LFRA, and eventually developing a
long range revenue allocation formula (RAF) for LFRA to
allow for long range planning. All of these items are part of
full maturation and will set up LFRA well into the future
in regards to our financial structure. This will take 12 – 18
months to complete and will take significant collaboration
between all stakeholders.

Welcome
•
Over the course on the last six – eight months, LFRA
initiated a compensation study, facilitated by HR Manager
Andrea Wright. The plan was presented to the LFRA Board
with recommendations on how to implement the plan. Essentially, the study indicated that the Engineers pay range
was significantly behind our competitors. We received Board
approval to adjust those pay ranges immediately, using fund
balance, and we will propose a phase in approach to adjust
other pay ranges that re are behind over the course of the next
two to three years.

new Firefighter,

Dan
Walsh!
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FIRE OPERATIONS DIVISION
by Division Chief Greg Ward

September 30, 2018

October 15, 2018

LFRA’s Special
Operations Team,
Berthoud Water
Rescue Personnel,
Larimer County Dive
Rescue and Larimer
County Search and
Rescue searched
Buckingham Lake and the surrounding area for a
missing person for multiple days. Units were dispatched on September 30th at approximately 6:30PM
and searched the area until almost midnight. Crews
returned the next two days to continue the search.
On October 2nd rescue divers recovered the deceased
male from the lake.

Rescue personnel responded to a vehicle in the
river on County Road 29,
near the City of Loveland
Water Treatment Plant. Engine 6 arrived on scene
of a single vehicle accident,
with the car on its wheels
in the river. The driver of
the vehicle was still inside the vehicle, she was not responding to verbal commands. A firefighter from Engine 6, donned
an ice rescue suit and entered the water. The firefighter found
the driver of the vehicle unresponsive, he rescued her from
the vehicle and with the assistance of Thompson Valley EMS
Medics, bystanders and other firefighters, she was brought
up the embankment to the ambulance and transported to
the hospital.

October 20, 2018

October 25, 2018

LFRA Engine 1, Engine 3, Battalion 1, Chief 3 and Chief 5
assisted Berthoud Firefighters with a well involved house
fire southwest of Berthoud. The Engine 3 crew assisted
with fire attack operations, helping contain and extinguish
the fire in the attic of the house. Engine 1’s crew was assigned to an on deck position and then utilized to relieve
the initial arriving crews. Battalion 1 assisted the incident
commander and Chief 5 functioned as the safety officer.

LFRA, Berthoud Fire District and Front Range Fire Rescue
were dispatched to a reported structure fire in the area of I-25,
between Johnsons Corner and the Johnstown Exit. Multiple 911
callers reported a large fire in the area, LFRA Battalion 2 arrived
in the area and located a semi-truck on fire on Basher Drive
in a fenced yard, the fire was threatening several other vehicles. Engine 6 was the first arriving company, they forced entry
through the locked gate and initiated fire attack operations. The
location of the fire was within Fire Range Fire Rescue’s District.
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COMMUNITY SAFETY DIVISION
by Division Chief Ned Sparks
• Continued work on developing a Tabletop Exercise for
• October was Fire Prevention Month. Fire crews visited 19
first grade classes for fire safety demonstrations.
• LFRA donated 100 smoke alarms and 50 CO alarms to the
“Be the Gift” non-profit that supports home repairs for single
mothers.

Water & Power. Facilitated multiple Planning Meetings
with Joe Bernosky, and other members of Water & Power to
develop an exercise with the Core Capabilities of Operational
Coordination, Operational Communications and Infrastructure Systems. This Tabletop Exercise is scheduled to be
delivered on November 21, 2018.

• Through Lenny’s relationships built while at Thompson
• Lt. Dan Engelhardt attended the IAAI investigation Conference in Vail, and obtained 24 hours of “tested” training
hours towards his CFEI certification.
• Worked extensively with the Loveland Building Division,
Barton Solvents owner, design team and FPE to resolve numerous issues related to design of the building and fire-protection for Barsol.

School District, he was invited to conduct a formal School
District Reunification Presentation to FEMA Region VIII,
during a quarterly all-hands meeting. He also facilitated an
ICS-100 Refresher Course for Thompson Schools Leadership
Meeting with over 60 Administrative Staff, Principals and
Directors in attendance.

• Met with clients who want to build a large hemp extraction
lab, which is a complicated building to design, to assist them
with the process.
• CSD has spent significant hours at The Foundry, helping
Brinkman get ready in advance for final inspections and
acceptance testing of all three buildings constructed thus far.
• In Johnstown, final inspections are ongoing for a new
multi-family apartment complex called The Springs; so far, 6
of the 10 buildings have been finaled.

• An application was submitted under the 2018 AFG grant
to replace LFRA’s entire SCBA cache. The SCBAs are nearing
their end of life and are not compliant with newly revised
NFPA safety standards. The grant request is for $760,680 and
LFRA’s match obligation is approximately $69,000. It will be
2-10 months from now until we receive a letter of turn down
or award from FEMA.

• Mass Gathering Incident Recovery Plan is under development and should be completed in mid-2019.
Reunification Tabletop exercise. June continues to work
through our program’s self-assessment for meeting national
OEM standards.

Garfield Elementary School First Graders

There’s a new fire sprinkler
and fire alarm prop that
teaches firefighter about
fire protection systems,
how they work, how to operate in the event of an
alarm, etc. Windsor-Severance Fire owns the prop
and is loaning it out to Northern Colorado fire departments to use to train their
personnel. LFRA is the first
department to use the new
prop, and we used it at the
Acting Fire Officer Academy and are taking all three
FITs through training, so they can train their shifts.
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